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Cited belov are   the  results of an altitude com» 
parison based on a reading of a radiosonde pressure 
unit» and calculate«, by measuring the  slant range with 
a range »finding attachment to a "Ilalaehite" radio the- 
odolite.    The relationship between the altitude diver- 
gence and  the balloon coordinates,  the  sheltered loca- 
tion of  the horirontal  site and  the characteristics of 
the  subjacent media has been established.     The  results 
of special base-line  observations were  used  to calcu- 
late  the  systematic and mean  square errors  in altitude, 
made by every measuring means,  using P.   F,   Zaichilcov*s 
triple control method. 

"Malachite'» radio  theodolites with a range-finding attach- 
ment are used by all the aerological  stations of the  Uzbek 
Hydrometeorological Service.    Observations involving the use of a 
nKEalachiten radio theodolite with range-finding attachments 
were begun at the Aral  Sea and Tamdy stations in April  196^, 
at the Termes station in September 196^ and at the Tashkent 
station in July 19^5*     The radio theodolites at the Aral Sea and 
Termez stations are  stationary,   their antenna  systems measuring 
10.9 and 7.6 meters in height,  respectively.    The  terrain sur- 
rounding the radio theodolites at the mentioned points is open. 
The few obstacles in the path of  the radio-wave propagation are 
due primarily to the negative angle of the horizon cover«     Phy- 
sical secondary reflectors under the 66 to 170° azimuth produc- 
ing a horizon angle cover up to O.60 are found only in Termez. 
The Aral Sea Aerological Station is located •%. the shore of a bay extending 
in a southeastern, southern and southwestern direction. 

Ilobile    malachite-type radio  theodolites with a  t,2 meter 
hi/jh antenna were   installed at  the  Tandy and  Tashkent Aerolo- 
gical Stations,    A large number of  obstacles  in  the way of radio- 
rravc  propagation was noted in Tashkent between 226 and 330°, but 
in  the  other directions  the horizon cover  is  insignificant.     The 
slope  of  the  site   from   the  center  to  the periphery in  the area 
of the predominant balloon directions  is 1-2 saeters per 100 meters 
of horizontal distance. Ihe  "liilachite"  radio  theodolite  is ar- 
ranged at  the highest point as compared  to  the adjacent areas. 
At the Tamdy  station  the  largest number of  secondary reflectors 
are arranged  in the main direction of the  balloon movement  -- 
from 351  to  1250«   some  obstacles are encountered also  in  the 
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I9I-2300 sector. The other directions« from 126 to 190c and 
from 231 to 350° are open. 
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The operating range of vertical angles at the stations 
tinder consideration was united to the follovinc ainimin endless 
at the Aral Sea station l^.OO in all directions: at the Tenne« 
station Ife,^ in all directions: at the Tandy station Ik.S0 In 
directions free from secondary reflecturst Twidy station 16,0° 
in the sectors with a large horizon covert Tashkent station 
18.0° in the area with a large number of secondary reflectors? 
Tashkent station 17.QO in the direction of the predominant bal» 
loon movementt  Tashkent station 16.0° in the other sectors free 
from secondary reflectors. 

The mentioned magnitudes of the minimum vertical angles at 
all stations have been established without regard to the season. 

the altitudes 11^  and II«*   compared in this study were 
calculated by the slant range and the reading of the radiosonde 
pressure unit for all the mentioned stations.    The results of 
the following observations were used in this comparison: at the 
Tamdy station for SeptembetM>ctober 1964, Tashkent station for 
August-September 1965, Aral Sea station August-September 1966, 
and at the Tenses station for August-October 1966,    A total of 
208 ascents from the four stations, each lasting an average of 
68 minutes, were used for the mentioned comparison.    The plot- 
ting of an altitude graph to determine ll+M    and the introduc- 
tion of altitude corrections for the earth curvature and radio 
wave refraction were made in accordance with (Ref,  5). 

A comparative data processing produced thn following al- 
titude differences A-I = !Ie>f   - H*^ .    An analysis of the signs 
of these differences shows that U^/i    was predominant over 11%^ 
in the first minutes of observation.    In the middle of the oh- 
servation (12 -1*0 minutes) the recurrence of the sign differ- 
ences was approximately the same, and in the end the recurrence 
of n^jg < Uiffi     cases was twice as frequent as the I^J/ >   EL* 
cases.    At the Tamdy station H^<II^   is more frequent in 
the first kO minutes,  but no sharp differences in the recurrence 
of various  AH signs are noted at that station.    At the Termez f 
station VJU*^ III^  ,  cases are predominant up to ^0 minutes, I 
but after *K) minutes the recurrence percentage of such differ» I 
encer.  is somewhat reduced but still remains predominant. I 

The difference  in altitudes alone  is not enough to estim- \ 
ate the divergence between ll^ß and llnfa    ,    A clearer    char- I 
acteristic of the altitude convergence  is provi^?d by ths fol- I 
lowing magnitude     z =    H^/g g^        100,,;.    ihe percent ratio of 

n«A      " 1 
the altitude differences ^H      was calculated from    II   L ? 
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beeavae of the lesser possibility of accidental errors in tho 
calculation of II^A  as conpared to II- • 

•  Table 1 
The Relation Bettfeen the Average /s/ I-Iagni* 
tudes and the Duration of the Observations 

0-10 min. 12-40 min. 40 min. Averase 

6 3 5 4 

6 5 7 5 

13 6 5 7 

16 7 3 8 

10 5 5 6 

The absolute magnitude /z/, as determined by the duration 
of the observation, is shown in Table 1« 

The large number of significant altitude differences seen 
in the first minutes of observation can be explained not only 
by errors in measuring the slant range but also by the small 
magnitude It ,,j from which the percentage content of A II was 
calculated. In the following minutes of observation the /z/ 
magnitude is reduced on an average to 5 percent. At the Aral 
Sea and Tarody stations the smallest /z/ magnitude (3 • 5») 
is observed between 12 and 40 minutes, but it is somewhat in» 
creased later on (5*7/'}. At Tashkent and especially Terraez the 
average /z/ magnitudes, noted between 12 and 20-30 minutes, 
amounts to 6 «• 7'i, and are then reduced to 5 • 3^. 

The percentage recurrence of various /z/ magnitudes for 
various vertical angles and slant ranges has been calculated 
in order to estimate the relationship between /z/ and the 
changing balloon coordinates.  Cited in tables 2 and 3 is the 
relation between the percentage recurrence of the /z/ grada» 
tions (0 - 5, 6 * 10, 11 • 20, 21 - 30, and 31 - W) and the 
vertical angle gradations from 0 to 90° in 5° intervals and a 
slant range from 0 to 120 kilometers in 10 kilometer intervals. 

The total number of comparisons n from which the percent- 
age recurrence of /z/ with various vertical angles and slant 
ranges was calculated, is cited in the last column of tables 
2 and 3, 
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Recurrence of various /a/ rradatiüns in relation 
tc a slant range Table 3» 

»tation 
grada- 
tion slant range f ka 

■—-'—" '■' w 

m 

[si 0- 10- 20- 30- 40- 50- 60- 70- 80- 90- 100- 110- 
Z 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 90 90 100 110 120 n , 

Aral Sea 0-5 39 25 14 9 9 2 1 1 . 1387 

6-10 29 5 16 23 13 10 2 1 - - - — 442 
11-20 41 6 3 13 9 9 8 6 1 - 1 1 109 
21-30 40 - - 10 5 - 5 - .* 10 5 5 20 

- 31-40 67 - - - *■ - - - — 33 — — 3 

Tamday 0-5 35 16 11 8 6 4 8 4 3 1 3 1 639 
6-10 35 13 3 5 6 10 11 4 7 3 1 2 211 
11-20 29 4 8 8 4 9 16 8 8 2 1 3 148 
21-30 39 7 7 3 7 3 10 7 3 7 7 - 29 
31-40 33 - - «* - —■' — — — — 33 34 3 

Tashkent 0-5 14 22 19 15 14 7 3 3 1 1 1 - 1210 
6-10 33 18 14 11 10 5 5 2 1 1 - - 890 
11-20 63 14 4 5 4 4 3 2 - - 1 - 563 
21-30 77 12 7 2 1 - 1 - - - - - 101 
31-40 48 28 10 14 .• - - — — — — — — 22 

Temaz 0-5 
> 

10 12 14 17 17 19 8 2 1 •> — - 1087 
6-10 32 28 7 8 7 7 7 4 - - - - 313 

' 11-20 65 11 7 3 5 1 7 1 - - - - 225 
21-30 82 16 2 ,- " - - - - - - - - 87 
31-40 100 - .-■■fc - - m - - - - — — 26 

An analysis of the recurrence of various /*/ gradations 
in rel&tion to the vertical angle reveals the predominance of 
fz/ <, 5 at the stations? for 25 4* 55° angles at the Aral Sea, 
20 A. 350 an<j 45.4-550 at TVundy,  35-f-^5° at Tashkent, and 
15 4^300 at Teraes,    There is a    noticeable increase in the re» 
currence of /z/>10 for vertical angles larger than 55° at all 
stations, and less than 206 at the Aral Stfa and Taody stations 
and over ^5° at the Tashkent and Termez stations, 

A comparison of the data obtained at the various stations 
lias established that the greatest recurrence of /z/4*5 is char» 
acteristic of 10 • 250 angles at the Tamdy and Termez stations, 
and 25 «• 55° at the Aral Sea  station.    The lowest recurrence 
of /z/<6 5 is in Tashkent,    The highest recurrence  of the 
5</z/<10 interval with 10 • 25° angles is noted at the TVimdy 
and Aral Sea  stations, and with 25 * 700 angles at Termez, 
/z/^10 most frequently occurs at the Aral Sea and Tamdy sta- 
tions at 10  » 250 angles.    There  is a marked predominance  of 
such differences at angles exceeding 250 at Tashkent and Termez, 
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Thus the cr»at«st convergenc« of H*^ »ltd U^/k    is note4 
at snail vertical angles:  10 • 250 at the Tenaas station and 
25 • 55«> at the Aral Sea and Ikndy stations.    The poorest con» 
vergenc© of the readings along the entire range of vertical 
angles was noted in 'Tashkent, 

High l%l values were frequently revealed for D<,10 J- 15 
slant ranges at the Tandy and Tashkent stations and for 
a<20f-25 at the Tormes station in the beginning of the observ 
ation (Table 3),    The predominance of the lowest /»/ values is 
characteristic of Tashkent at 150460t Termss at 25<&4.o5f 
Tadmy at 15<.D445 and Aral Sea station at 0<D<25.    The re- 
currence of the other /a/ gradations is inversely proportional 
to their magnitudes at the Aral Sea. Tashkent and Ternas sta- 
tions, and at the Aral Sea station /a/ = 6 •%• 10 is predominant 
at 25< 04 55.    In the case of slant ranges larger than those 
shown above,  the recurrence of larger /a/ values increased at 
the Aral Sea and Tarody stations, and ac Tashkent and Taraea the 
magnitudes of such recurrences were smaller and there were no 
sharp differences between them.    A comparison of the data apply« 
ing to different stations revealed the highest recurrence of 
small  /z/ for 8^20 <*• 25 at the Aral Sea and Tamdy stations, 
and for D>25 at Ternezi  /z/> 5 was most frequently noted at 
D<20-f»25 4t Tashkent and Termea, and at D>25 at the Aral sea 
and Tamdy stationg.    Consequently, the greatest convergence of 
H«yC    and VLiÄJmKn the balloon moved a short distance away 
(under 25 kilometer) at the Aral Sea and Tamdy stations, and at 
D>25 at Termea.    In the majority of the D^O cases in Tash- 
kent the recurrence of low /a/ magnitudes was less frequent 
than at all  the other stations. 

The relation between the magnitude and recurrence of a 
and the combination of vertical angle and slant range grada- 
tions can be traced by the figuresöf Table h,    that table shows 
the z magnitude for five slant range- and vertical angle grade- 
tit ^s. 

Slant range gradations: 0 - 10, 10 - 20, 20 - 40, kO - 70, 
^70 kmi vertical angle gradations: 90 «i" 70, 70«#- 50, 50-f- 30°, 
300 - minimum angle, minimum angle - 0°, 

The number of parallel altitude readings at each station 
for any gradation of the vertical angle and slant range is 
cited in Table k,    A reduction in the number of parallel read- 
ings is characteristic of the largest and smallest vertical 
angles and the large  (D>70)  slant ranges.    The table also in- 
cludes information on the percentage content of 
z<0 (11^4: IW| ) cases in the total number of parallel alti- 
tude readings. 
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Cases of H*j2 4.lliJt     are predominant in Taahlcent,    In l\»r«< 
aez below the D = ko in the worklnß range of vertical anglea 
the number of z<Q cases does not exceed 30'/j of the total number 
of roadinss,    tfith I)>i*0f  a<0 ia found in ^0^ of the caae» at 
fcliis station, and with stuall vertical angles i« 70 • 100,- of 
the cases.    At the Aral Sea and TSarady stations the recurrence of 
J5< 0 cases also increaser    ith large slant ranges *nd  snail ver- 
tical angles.     In the  othe^ cases,  various signs of % are equi* 
probable. 

The cverage nngnitude  of  /z/  is also shown in Table **•    A 
rising Izj value was noted at the beginning of the observation 
at all stations.    The  lowest mean values of /«/ were found at 
the Aral Sea and I^mdy stations with 10< D< ^0 fosr any vertical 
angle,  and at Tashkent and Termez with 20<D<70, while at 
Tashkent /z/ increased  in the area of soall vertical angles, and 
at Terraez in the area of large angles,  especially with 
b =.- 70 -f- 900. 

The figures shown in T^tble k characterize  the altitude di- 
vergence in the direction of the predominant balloon movement 
as the majority of parallel altitude readings apply to this 
sector of observations.    To characterize the relations between 
12.1 and the conditions of the  surrounding terrain,  /«/ nagni* 
tudes were selected for the areas not included in the sector of 
the predominant wind direction;  at Tashkent and Itaady it applied 
to a section free from secondary reflectors, and at the Aral Sea 
station to sea and land   (Table  5). 

A comparison of the figures cited  in Tables k and 5 shows 
that at the Aral  Sea  station the average  /z/ magnitude above the 
sea  is considerably smaller than above  the land.    It does not 
exceed h • 5'. of the  radiosonde altitude  in all the  slant rang? 
and vertical angle gradations«     In the section above  the land 
opposite to  the prevailing direction' of the winds the figures in 
T&ble  5 are  similar to those  shovm in Table ^t  they increase 
only at small vertical angles and    % .•» 50-!-70o angles at die» 
tances over 20 kilometers. 

The average  /z/ magnitude for an open section in Tamdy is 
somewhat  smaller than in Table  k.    An increasing /z/ magnitude 
was noted  only in cases  of small   (D<10) and large   (D>70) 
slant ranges for vertical ancles of 30+16°,     In tho area t/ith 
a largo number of  secondary reflectors similarly located  in the 
opnosito direction of the prevailing winds, all the average 
/-' magnitudes are larger than  the appropriate values  shown in 
Table  h. 
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There is no narkad differtiiM bitwMm tt» fI««««« of 
Table 4 and 5 for Ikshteat.    thl« obri««isly dopend» on the 
similarity of the condition« in the provaiilag dix-ootlon« of 
the wind and the free additional ooetor«    tfitli «nil angles 
at 3>10, the figures in Ikblo k are Iftfgor than the analogi- 
cal values in itbl» 5«    The avoraeo /«A ■agnitudoa for the 
sector In Tashkent with a lave* horison o^rer are not given bo» 
cause of the insignificant niariber of ooqp*r$tivo readings« 

It appears fro« läie results of tte abowfahown altitodo 
congaarisons that in the laajorlty of Öftais «ho flgurof for Cbo 
Aral Sea and Ttady stations (with sandy 8<ai}, and tiaMnnt and 
Tenaos (with day soil) are siadlar in pairs«    the altitude 
divergence ap^irontly depends to a large extent on the ofa^r» 
acteristic features of the subjacent nidi« and their «loct^ical 
properties (for enuspl«, olootolo conductivity) as c^neporod to 
to the effect of secondary roflectors and tl» böigst of the. 
antenna above the ground surf«oo*    ?o knoir frooi the theory of 
radio «wave propagation in stratified ■edto (1) tarnt W» field 
strength of the areas with a good elsetrie conductivity (the 
sea and clay soil) is higher than the nedla with a poor conduc- 
tivity (land, sandy soil* lifflestonea)•    Ihere is a better con- 
vergence of the IM  and Eta     altitudes above the ■edia char- 
acterized by a higher field strength, especially at the end of 
the observation when tue power of the incoi?ing sigwil grows 
weaker because of the groat difttance froaf ih« balloon. 

The specialist engaged in the msaerical smtbods of fore- 
casting aight be interested in the accuracy of doterainine the 
altitudeof .the oajor isobarlfi surfacts.    Ihe altitude of the 
isobaric surfaces was ealculated on the basis of the radar 
measured altitude in accordance with (10) for the purpose of 
comparing the altitudes at the mentioned levels,    A comparison 
of the llmfi    and l\ß+     altitudes on the Isobaric levels shows 
that at the Aral Sea, Temdy and Tsmabs stations /s/ does not 
exceed 1 - 2,S beyond 700 • 600 millibars, and at Tashkent it 
does not exceed y* beyond 600 millibars and 2yf, beyond 300 - 400 
millibars. 

A comparison of the signs of the difference revealed a 
predominance of ll*j%    over ll*ji    at the Aral Sea and Tashkent 
stations in 100> of the cases, at Tamdy in 90^ and at Termes 
in 79'J of the cases. 

It would thus be wrong to extend the divergence of the 
llmtt    and IIA#     altitudes during the specific readings to the 
altitude difference of the main Isobaric surfaces found by the 
two mentioned processing methods.    The divergencies between the 
altitudes of the main Isobaric surfaces are less than at cer- 
tain moments of time because of the averaging-out method used 
in the processing, 
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To tmlevOAtm «hu «rror« poMd-ssibl* In «?-► d«teralmtlon 
«f «w H^   *nd 9W»    «Itltod»«, th» Utl»r * r« coiv«rjd to 
tt» A- «iti.tiiAto romid W <** «iauIteiMieus bB^«*lliio pilot; 
tMilooB ofeoovftitioiio »* tl» Ar»l Swt ÄaöS»»* «nd TStr«« 
stfttioao. 

The base»1 in« observations were aside and processed «coord* 
lug to the »oqulreisejits In (3).    The lensth of the base line 
at the Aral Sea station «as 1050 «eters. At Tashkent i>90 and 
^850 attars, and at Toroea ^30 meters. 

A total of 27 base-line observations of the radiosondes 
and 10 obeervatlons of the radio pilots, each lasting an aver* 
age o^2i*22 sAimtea, were cairied out at the three stations. 
1%e titiab nuaber of parailal readings resulting from the fÄdio» 
soadft obsarvatlons was 336^ and radio pilot observations 1*3. 
the stoult&neous measurements of V^M     «nd H^4     were taken 
from tiie altitude*tia» ratio «raphsT   The H4 altitude defined 
by «^ «naytioal method was not averaged out but included in 
f^e treatment in the form it had been found during the cal- 
eulatiims made for carlmin minutes of observations«    Con» 
«Hu|H»ntly9 it was not the averaged value of the lli    altitude 
l^at was used for conparison purpoiws but tlw actual value re* 
fleotiag the vertical. Ot^rents uhich are considerable in the 
atmospheric layer under consideration. 

Us» followU« differences tfere caleulated for every three 

Htb-H*. 
«Siere Hf     is the altitude calculated by the result« of the 
base-line pilot balloon observations.'   An analysis of the 
Signs of the resulting differences reveals that H$<,   11^ 
in ^5 • ®9^ of the eases at all stations.    B^ 4 lljj€    at the 
Aral Sea station in most cases throughout the observation (an 
average of 80*?).    A different picture was observable at the 
Tashkent and Termea stations: %> H*fr      in about 53 * 61/» of 
the cases.    VL^g^l^ß     at the Aral Sea, Tashkent and Termes 
stations in 69, 88 and SS& of the cases, respectively. 

la the case of the base»line observations of the trans» 
ponder, Ife/r     exceeded Hj    in most of the cases (85^), a re- 
verse altitude correlation was noted In lk^ of the cases, and 
H^ = H|    in 1^ of the cases. 

The triple control method    proposed by P.  F.  Zalchikov 
(2,  3} «as used for calculating the systematic and random 
errors in the determination of the altitude by various methods, 
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E»ify«^uW ^observation i«s i»roo«ss«d bj a» tripl« 
contra* oetboä*    Ikgnitudes of the »laultaMous oltltudo a»««» 

'-..,■■■;■ riäBftppiÄta «»re s«loct«4 by th» nMntiomd tinrco äwthods for oaeh 
^ ^ «^ w©ll as for all the stations togatlior. 

: Cftibls 6h    Ths observation dfvta for «is TOmns station aro 
conditional bseatise of tho snail nuntosr of eases. 

IS» systewitic error in each measuring nsthod was deter» 
< ?yi«iÄ^ tiÄ1>Äsis of täie recoamndations in (3) by the use of 
^   alitlsiitic psan differences.    Assuming «at the systenatic 

;    ,      -Or*^^^ OMI df ^» ntasurins methods equals sere, it is poss- 
ible to find the systematic errors of the other two    J&H math» 

'   ods.    in jbm ease under consideration it would be mere natural 
1 to mmväm tto» absence of a systematic error in tShe base«4ine 

r^ethod of altitude measurement.    To determine the sys1»aatic 
'7!'r^[I^^^^ta^satinS K*jt    *«»* H^*    t such an error in base«»line 

:i 7'-      ob^irvrittions tms assiaaed to be.the nonexistent^3|> 0. 

^irlr'P^'^r     ^^ random error for each method of measurement was cal» 
~1ffisS| A^^- culated according to {J) hf the following formula 
i  "^  ; -      *:. ■  ^    .   ■ i   ,: 

■Wii*e;iS' is the number of methods of simultaneous measurements« 
dt   the ^isiwrsion mgn^tude (the ixfuate dfHtäie awerege qitad* 
ratio error) of each of the N methods of siimiltaneotts meiasuri-' 
ments9<^^   the mean quadratic difference of the simultaneous 
altitude measurements by two methods. 

Tho reliability of the determination of errors, depending 
on the accuracy of calculating the mean quadratic error (2, 3)t 
was calculated in addition to the systematic  £, II and the mean 
quadratic with ff   of errors. 

kkHi- y W'Uri)^\ > 
The average £ H, the mean quadratic errors € in determining 

the altitudd, and the reliability of determining the A All errors 
by the three measuring methods are cited in Table 6, The ays torn* 
atic error in defining 11^  at all stations is markedly greater 
than the similar error in measuring Il^jf , In the case of 11*,/$ 
and H^jp  the systematic error increases with time, while the' 
increase of A Ho» begins in the first minutes of observation, 
and AHyf reveals a marked increase after 10 minutes. The 
systematic ^H»^  errors were negative throughout the observa- 
tions, and approximately similar in magnitude at all the three 
stations. ^TSud   is preceded primarily by a positive sign in 
Tashkent and Termes, and by a negative sign at the Aral Sea 
station. 
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Hesm «od wum Haadratic errors (■) in determining 
the Altitude tteasureaents (r/1) according to the base-line 
pilot balloon, radio sounding (r/s) and radar data 

Table 6. 

Station 1 Method 
of 

Measuzesent 
i  Mia.   f 

«in. angle] 

! 1 1 
AH 1 0 i MW hH 0 LtH  \ |1W 0 A&tt | 

Aral Sea 6a3 0 67 1 +57 0 26 ±29 0 64 ±48 
r ■ ■   **- ■ P/3 -12 i 17 J ±41 «44 51 ! ±34 -71 49 ±45 ] 
[ !  pA» -7 ] 20 ±45 -23 30 ±29 } -48 ! 7^ ±50 1 

tashkent 6a3 i  0 | 22 1 ±19 0 33 ■ ±28 0 0 ±33 1 
p/3 [ -25 i  0 1 il6 -22 39 | ±29 -62 ■ 56 | ±38 | 

pA» -11 41 ] 1 ±22 0 54 ±33 - 8 100 ±45 1 

TeraejE i  6a3 1  0 i' 0 [±95 :0- 78 1*94 1  0 87 ±119 I 
l  P/3 65 1 10J ±114 -30 0 I ±62 | -77 0 ±80 { 

:. vf* 5 12 i 142 ±128 | 90 96 ±102 11 140 ±142 I 

General \      683 1  0 51 |±29 i o 39 ±22 0 48 ±28 1 
\      P/3 1 52 ±29 -32 36 j ±22 -67 35 ±26 

p/x - -4 67 i ±31 1  6 70 ±26 -7 1 104 ±33 
1 ^ 

i  Station Measuring 
Method 

-  1 
9 10 1 

- &H 0 LLB Auf 0 AAÄ LH a 
&AJ? 1 

Aral Sea 6a3 0 110 ±62 0 84 ±60 0 60 ±75 
p/3 -197 0 ±44 -215 54 ±53 -203 94 ±81 
p//j -121 58 ±50 -102 44 ±51 -98 108 ±85 

Tashkent 6a3 0 126 ±95 0 184 ±82 0 182 ±105 

P/3 -174 0 ±81 -190 169 ±79 -187 82 ±68 

P/- 52 214 tll3 23 238 ±95 81 126 ±94 

{ Termez 6a3 0 87 ±96 0 S8 ±87 0 147 ±168 

P/3 -170 0 ±67 -247 66 ±86 -220 121 ±158 

p/' 60 74 ±91 -30 122 ±79 63 0 ±131 

General 6a ^ 0 121 ±52 0 109 ±51 0 132 ±60 

P/3 
P/.7 

-183 0 ±42 -206 64 ±48 -198 92 ±56 
-16 168 ±59 -22 154 t57 18 135 ±61 
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Table 6 — continued 

1 Tbl                                                               j 

1      ^ 5 6 7 8     1 
hH a LhH A« a LhH hH a AAW A/V a AAH LH 0 MH 

0 73 ±42 0 94 ±35 0 158 ±88 0 52 ±36 .   0 68 ±42 
-70 0 ±35 -95 0 ±28 -121 0 ±46 -104 17 ±30 -126 10 +33 
-53 61 ±40 -82 93 ±35 -86 141 ±84 -56 49 ±35 -48 52 ±39 

0 142 ±71 0 60 ±31 0 0 ±62 0 65 ±59 0 22 ±68 
1 -84 70 ±60 -127 109 ±31 -111 100 ±71 -152 76 ±60 -143 77 ±73 

25 120 ±67 -2 124 ±36 93 199 ±88 43 157 ±73 72 176 ±92 

0 74 ±107 0 0 ±33 0 0 ±68 0 0 ±61 0 66 ±89 
-103 10 ±93 -153 66 ±47 -160 21 ±89 -190 52 ±76 -177 \     o , ±68 
100 108 ±119 57 88 ±53 57 100 ±104 40 l 87 ±91 37 101 ±105 

0 116 ±42 0 57 ±21 0 0 ±42 0 47 ±36 0 53 ±20 
-81 44 ±35 -120 91 ±39 -116 0 ±40 -142 { 73 ±39 -142 50 ±20 

6 113 ±42 -22 125 ±43 46 133 ±55 11 135 ±45 19 0 ±14 

Tbl 

14 16 18 20 

A J? a AAA' AJ? a AM A3 0 AAM Afl a AAi? 

0 80 ±87 0 — am 0 , . 0 
-333 20 ±80 -292 - - -172 - — -297 _ _ 
-193 158 ±106 -212 - - 110 - - -160 - - 

0 254 ±131 0 172 ±92 0 105 ±81 0 n _ 

-144 98 ±108 -322 j  48 ±78 -194 77 ±76 -215 _ — 
154 179 ±118 35 181 ±94 113 110 ±82 130 - - 

0 40 - 0 - - - _ _ * «. _ 

-190 155 1 -203 _ - i - 1 — . _ _ 
170 0 " 160 - - - - - - - - 

0 236 ±93 0 161 ±72 0 150 ±75 0 271 ±170 
-220 97 ±79 302 165 ±73 -218 72 ±64 -250 0 ±125 

98 192 ±88 |  "I 100 i66 1 94 111 ±68 6 186 ±150 

 1 
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As was to bs expected, a review of tba mmn quadratic 
xaaenitudes of the random altitude deviations fron the mean value 
reveals that qjjf exceeds ^U     in most cases,   ^i'is a ' 
fairly large iMgnitude but it does not basically exceed ftyf   • 
This fact is not subject to any doubt in view of the character- 
istic method of defining Hj used for each minute without aver*» 
agine them out«    An analysis of ths magnitudes characterising 
the reliability of the average or wean quadr5t*.c  lifferences 
shows that the maximum error of an average AAh at all the  sta« 
tions is approximately the same at certain mcments of time for 
all the three measuring methods.    TheAi^H values increase toward 
the end of the observation, and in most cases^Ant'tf andAAn^AHl 
for each method of measurement. 

In view of the above,  it may be concluded that the radar 
method of altitude determination produces a  smaller systematic 
error than H/b/j   .    The considerable magnitudes of th* random 
errors in    determining IW^j    are due to the method of radio» 
wind observations whereby the accuracy of the readings of the 
slant range and the angle coordinates depends in large measure 
on subjective factorst the simultaneousness of the readings, 
the experience of the observer and the extent of his concentra- 
tion. 

In conclusion, a simultaneous processing of two radio- 
wind observations of the radiosonde was carried out '„y three 
methods: 

1} the processing of A = 30 = D on a drawing cable based 
on the slant range and  the interpolation for standard altitudes 
of wind velocity and direction for the 11^     altitudei 

2) the processing of A = 30 = D. on a drawing board bas^d 
on the slant range and interpolation for the HA//    altitude: 

3) the processing based on a conditional vertical  speed 
and  interpolation for the 1^    altitude. 

The following differences were calculated  in the comparison 
of  the three above-indicated processing methodss 

where Vj and dj are  the  speed and direction of the wind defined 
by the first processing method,  and ^2 and d2,  V^ and d^ are the 
same magnitude found by the second and third^met^ods respectively« 
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nie average divergencies of  the wind velocity between the 
data computed by various methods are  snail for all  the alti» 
tudes, and do not exceed 2 m/sec.  for AVjtA^ andAV«j«    The 
naxiraum differences aret AVi =5 m/sec.^Vo-..^ * 3-*-5 m/sec. 

andAV3 = ij-4-6 m/sec. 

The divergencies between the wind directions computed by 
the first and  second,  second and  third methods are  of conaider" 
able macnitudeiAdx  = 374-62°? A d- « ^04-62°,     These diver» 
cencies are not large for the direction values determined by 
the first and  third methods where  the  interpolation ia fulfilled 
for lU/t       ,Ad2 = 64-7°. 

The changes of  the maximum differences in the wind direct- 
ion^ dj^ = 9JH-2050, Ad2inax « 23-3^0,Ad3änft:c « $o^i3Qo 

are  similar to those of the average differences. 

Thus the  large 11^      and 11/^      altitude divergencies ac- 
count for the considerable /^ d magnitudes, and  in thia connection 
it is recommended  that the  interpolation of the windage for stand- 
ard altitudes during the procesaing of the wind data be carried 
out between the altitudes of the middle parts of the layers de- 
termined by 11«^    • 

Conclusions 

1. A comparison of  the iWl     and  HA/C     altitudes reveals 
that II4^< 114^5     in most cases in Tashkent, and IIMJ&^HA/S     in 
Terraezt  at the Aral  Sea and Tarady stations different signs of 
the altitude  differences are equiprobable. 

2. At  the Aral  Sea and T^mdy stations  the   /z/ magnitude 
did  not exceed  5? in the middle  of  the  observation  (under ^0 min- 
utes),  and increased  to  5  - 7'' by the end  of it.     In Tashkent 
and Termez  /z/ amounted  to  6  - 7 '     for    20  - JO minutes,  and 
then dropped  to  5  - 3'^. 

3. The difference between  the U/*/s     and TI*/f  altitudes 
depends on  the  balloon coordinates  (^ ,   D),  and  increases  in  the 
direction  of  the  smallesi and  largest vertical angles and  large 
slant rangen. 

k.     The altitude convergence above   the   sea  is better  than 
above  land,  which  is explained  by  the greater field   strength 
above a water  surface, 
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5, The divergence between the HA/?    and luAr    altitudes 
depends on the characteristic features of the subjacent media 
and their electrical properties,    similar data on the chancinc 
altitudes were noted at the Aral Sea and Tamdy stations  (with 
sandy soil) and Tashkent and Tersoes  (with clay soil). 

6, The altitude divergence  is greater in the  observation 
sectors with a large number of secondary reflectors. 

7, The  systematic  spaee^Hn/t     error always exceedsAH*^» 
fhe  sl^n of        ^ "*/?      is always negative.     In Tashkent and 
Termes the  sign of A ^vf     is mostly positive,  and at the 
Aral  Sea  station negative, ' 

f».    The mean quadratic errors made  in the altitude meas» 
urenents are  smallest for V-itU    and largest for M^y/   . 

9.    At fixed moments of observation the  reliability of de» 
termining the errors at all  stations  is approximately the  same 
for the various observation methods. 

time. 
10,  The tendency of every type of error is to increase with 

11,  '/hen processing the windage data for a slant range it 
is advisable to interpolate the wind only between the V-nM 
altitudes. ' 
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